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If you have questions about this contract, your CSEA representation, or your,
CSEA benefits and services, please use the following guide to contact the appropriate
Union officials and/or staff. If you believe that your rights under this contract have been
violated, immediateficontact your nearest Shop Steward or Union Officer.
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MyLocal President:
Lynn Wool
687-8315
My Unit President
Kathy McEwen
678-8375,
,.
My Shop Steward is:
My Labor Relations Specialist:
Shawn M. Lucas, (607) 772-1750
CSEA Binghamton Satellite Office, Suite 207
33 West State Street, Binghamton, NY 13901
The following CSEA staff professionals can be reached at the CSEA Central Region 5
Office: '
Political Action Coordinator
Occupational Health & Safety Specialist
.
Communications Associate
Organizer
, CSEA Central Region 5 Office
6595 Kirkville Road, East Syracuse, NY 13057
(800) 5,59-7975
. (315) 433-0050
James Moore: Regional President
Ron Smith, Regional'Director
**.see inside back cover for more infoTmation
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SCHEDULE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
COUNTY OF TIOGA
AND
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INCORPORATED,
-- LOCAL 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
~reementmade at Owego, New York on the First day of January, 2000, by
and between the COUNTY OF TIOGA, State of New York, hereinafter called the
"County': and the' CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION,
INCORPORATED, Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Tioga County Local 854,
Tioga County Unit 8850, hereinafter referred to as "CSEA'~
The parties hereto mutually covenant and agree as follows:
ARTICLE 1: Purpose and Intent
It is the purpose and intent of this Agreement to promote hannonious
cooperative relationships between the County and its employees, for mutual
benefit of both, and for the benefit of the public. The County agrees to
administer its obligations under this Agreement in a manner which shall be fair
and impartial to all employees, and that it will not discriminate against any
employee by reason of sex, race or creed.
ARTICLE 2: Law Governing
This Agreement shall be govemed by the Public Employees' Fair Employment
Act and all relevant provisions of other State statutes, and also all local laws
and resolutions of the County which are not inconsistent with this Agreement.
ARTICLE 3 : Recognition and Reciprocal Rights
Section A: Recognition
1. The County recognizes the CSEA as the sole representative of all County
employees except elected officials; department heads; members of boards
and commissions; members of the TIoga County Law Enforcement Union;
Members of Local 9000 Council 82; those listed in Article 3, Section 8,
paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, and seasonal, temporary and part-time
employees, for the purposes of negotiations conceming the terms and
cQI)ditions of employment and the "consideration and settlement of
grievances arising in connection therewith.
-1-
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Article 3 - Recognition 8£ Reciprocal Rights (Continued)
2. CSEA recognizes the right of the County to retain and reseIVe unto itself
all rights, powers, authority, duties and responsibilities conferred upon
and vested in it by the Laws and Constitution of the State of New York
and/or the United States of America.
3. The exercise of these rights, powers, authority, duties and
responsibmties by the County and the adoption of such ru.les,
regulations and policies as it may deem necessary will, as they apply to
the employees covered by this Agreement and represented by CSEA, be
limited only by this Agreement.
4. It is mutually understood and agreed by both parties to the Agreement
that the management of the County operation and the direction of the
working forces. including the right to hire, suspend, discharge for proper
cause, promote, transfer and layoff employees because of lack of work
or for other proper and legitimate reasons is vested and reserved to the
County subject to the limitations provided in the law and this Agreement.
Section B: Excluded Positions
The following positions are excluded from this Agreement:
1. ELEC7ED
County Clerk
County Coroners
District Attorney
Legislators
Sheriff
Treasurer
DEPAR1MENT HEADS
Clerk of the County Legislature
Commissioner of Health &: Human Services
Commissioner of Public Health
Commissioner of Public Works
Commissioner of Social Services
County Attorney
Director of Civil Defense
Director of Community Services
Director of Information Technology. &: Communication Services
Director. Economic Development &: Planning
Director of Environmental Health
Director of Probation
Director of Public Health
Director of Real Property Tax
-2-
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Director of Veterans. Service Agencyl
Director of Youth. Bureau
Election Commission
Fire Coordinator
Health Officer
Personnel Officer
Planning Director
Public Defender
3. BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT
Assistant County Attorneys
Assistant District Attorneys
Assistant Fire Coordinators
Assistant Public Defenders
Assistant Social Services Attorneys
Associate Planner
Attorney for Social Services Department
Benefits Manager
Budget Officer
Captain, Operations
Civil Deputy
Civil Manager
Civil Service Administrator
Civil Service Assistant
Clinical Program Director of Alcohol & Drug Services
Clinical Program Administrator (TIERS)
Clinical Program Director (CMH)
Computer Programmer (Specialist)
Confidential Secretary (Legislature)
Confidential Secretary to Workers' Compensation
Deputy Clerk of the County Legislature
Deputy Commissioner (DSS)
Deputy Commissioner of Elections
Deputy Commissioner of Fiscal Services
Deputy Commissioner of Public Works
Deputy County Clerk
Deputy County Treasurer
Deputy Director for Clinical Services (CMH)
Deputy Director of Community Services
Director of Administrative Services (DSS)
Director of Administrative Services (MH)
Director of Administrative Services (PH)
Director of Assets & Records Management
Director of Income Maintenance (DSS)
DiJ"ector of Managed Care
.
Director of Patient Services (PH)
-3-
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Director of Social Services
Economic Development Administrative Assistant
Economic Development Specialist
Employment and Training Director
Executive Assistant to the Commissioner
Paralegal
Program Director for Outreach &: Crisis
Public Heilth Engineer
Purchasing Coordinator
Safety Officer
Secretary to Commissioner of Public Works
Secretary to Commissioner of Social Services
Secretary to County Attorney
Secretary to Director of Community Services
Secretary to Director of Probation
Secretary to District Attorney
Secretary to Economic Development
Secretary to Personnel Officer
Secretary to Public Defender (PT)
Secretary to Senior Assistant County Attorney
Secretary to Sheriff
Solid Waste Manager .
Stenographer/PT (District Attomey)
Stenographer/PT (TC Law)
STOP DWI Coordinator
Undersheriff
4. WITHOUT DIMINUTION OF 11fE RIGHTS OF ]HE INCUMBENTS UNDER
]HIS AGREEMENT. INCLUDING THEIR RIGHT TO FULL
REPRESENTATION BY CSEA, 1HE FOLLOWING .POSITIONS SHALL BE
DEEMED EXCLUDED FROM 1HE COUN7Y SALARY SCHEDULE AND
ANY INCREMEN1S PAYABLE 1HEREUNDER:
Assistant Director, Patient Services
Assistant Engineer, Highway Department
Certified Recreational Therapist/T.L.
Clinical Psychologist, Mental Health
Clinical Social Worker
Clinical Supervisor
Community Health Planner
Community Mental Health Counselor /T.L.
Community Mental Health Nurse
Computer Programmer
Coordinator of Child Support Enforcement
Counseling Supervisor
Forensic Coordinator
Geriatric Coordinator
-4-
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Patient Care Coordinator
Probation Supervisor
Psychiatric Social Worker
Psychiatric Social Worker /T.L.
Senior Community Mental Health Nurse
Social Worker" Alcohol & Drug Services
Senior Clinical Social Worker
Staff Psyt!1lologist
Staff Social Worker
Supervising Clinical Social Worker
Supervising Psychologist, Mental Health
Supervising Public Health Nurse
TASAP Administrator
Working Foreman / Training Coordinator
Working Supervisor, Public Works Department
Section C: Paychecks
The CSEA shall be consulted befoie new paychecks are printed. The County
agrees to provide CSEA, when feasible, with two additional slots on the pay
stubs for CSEA deductions.
Section D: Malpractice Action
The employer shall provide a written procedure to explain the process followed
when an employee is the subject of a malpractice action brought by a client.
Public Health Nurses shall be provided with a copy of the malpractice coverage
that applies to their agency and employees.
Section E: Definitions
For the purpose of this Agreement, the following terms shall apply:
1. The tenn "County employee" shall mean all employees of the County,
except elected officials, members of boards and commissions, seasonal,
temporary and part-time employees.
2. "Part-time employees" shall be defined as those persons who ordinarily
work less than one-half of the normal work week. No employee defined
as a full-time employee prior to January 1, 1973, because he worked
more than the equivalent of two normal working days in each week, shall
be deprived of any rights or benefits to which he became entitled as a
full-time employee, even though he may hereafter work less than one-
half of a full work week.
3. "Promotion"shall mean any upward movement.
-5-
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4. The tenn "working day" shall be defined as each week day except
Saturday, Sunday or a legal holiday, unless otherwise directed or
authorized by the Legislature. The regular department work week for
Dispatch and Sheriffs Civilian is forty (40) hours.
5. The summer hours were eliminated effective 1/1/78. Therefore, the
regular department work week shall be observed year-round.
6. All employees shall be entitled to a fifteen-minute break in the morning
and a fifteen-minute break in the aftemoon, such time to be regulated by
the department head, if necessary.
7. An employee-employer relation committee shall be implemented to
resolve items of contractual implementation and areas of common
interest. The Committee shall consist of at least six employees and shall
meet not more than monthly, but only if necessary. Department heads
shall allow one hour for preparation andlor travel for said Committee
meeting. Agendas shall be exchanged 24 hours prior to meeting.
Section F: CSEA Representative Rights
1. The County recognizes the right of the employees to designate three
representatives of the CSEA to represent them in matters arising under
this Agreement, such as salaries, wages, working conditions, disputes
and grievances. Anyone of such representatives may make a reasonable
number of visits to employees during working hours for the purpose of
discussing such matters, and anyone of said representatives may also
appear before a department head, or the appropriate committee of the
County Legislature, or the County Legislature itself, or the Arbitration
Board when occasion may reasonably require such an appearance.
2. The CSEA shall have the right to post notices and communications on
bulletin boards maintained on the premises and facilities of the County,
subject to the approval of the contents thereof by the Chairman of the
County Legislature or his designee.
3. The officers and agents of the CSEA shall have the right to visit the
County's premises and facilities at reasonable times and on reasonable
occasions for the purposes of adjusting grievances and discussing the
administration of the tenns and conditions of this Agreement.
4.' CSEA officials shall be entitled to a total of ten days anywhere in the
State, each year, not cumulative, for attendance at CSEA meetings
without deduction from salary, wages or from vacation, personal leave or
sick leave allowances. The number of such officials shall be at the
-6-
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discretion of CSEA, but the total days 'so allowed shall be limited to ten
altogether for all of said officials, collectively.
5. Agents selling CSEA insurance may interview County employees during
working hours; subject, however, to department head approval as to the
time of such interviews. The County will make arrangements to withhold
premiums for said insurance and fOIWard it to the appropriate Agent.
(See 7 beIOVl)".
6. The employer shall make automatic agency shop fee deductions from the
wage or salary of employees.
7. Such deductions shall be listed on the employee's pay stub.
8. The CSEA affmns that it does not assert the right to strike against the
County, to assist or participate in any such strike, or to impose an
obligation upon its members to conduct, assist or participate in such a
strike.
9. Lay-off of employees in Competitive Class positions shall be in
accordance with Civil Service Law and Rules. The CSEA president or
designee will be provided notice of the proposed lay-off{s) as soon as
possible. .
10. Lay-off of employees in Non-Competitive Class positions represented by
CSEA shall be in accordance with the following:
The CSEA President or designee shall be provided notice of the proposed
lay-off(s) as soon as possible.
The County Agrees that all temporary, part-time and probationary
employees in the targeted job title shall be laid-off prior to the lay-off of
any full-time permanent employee in that same job title.
Once all temporary, part-time and probationary employees within the
targeted job title(s) within a single department have been laid-off, full-
time permanent employees within that department shall be laid-off in the
inverse order of seniority. In determining seniority, the date of each
employee's pennanent full-time appointment with Tioga County shall be
used. Any break in service of less than one year shall be considered
continuous service.
Once determined, the employee targeted for lay-off will have the option to
bump the least senior incumbent of the next lower level position in a
direct line of promotion, provided that. the targeted employee has greater
retention rights. Bumping can only involve occupied positions, not
-7-
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vacancies. If more than one position in the same title is abolished, the
employee with the greatest seniority shall be afforded the opportunity to
bump fIrst, and so on. The employee who bumps to a lower level position
shall have his/her salary reduced in the same manner as if a demotion.
If an employee refuses to bump, the employee is laid-off and his/her
name is placed on a Recall List.
Only if nOlower occupied position in the direct line of promotion exists,
the employee in the targeted position shall have the option to retrea t.
Retreat involves retum to an occupied position in the same department
with the title s/he last served in on a permanent full-time basis, if the
incumbent is less senior. The retreat position must be in the Non-
Competitive Class and in a lower salary grade. Service in the previously
held title may have been in the same or another department. An
employee who is unable to bump due to seniority is not eligible to retreat.
The employee who retreats to a lower level position shall have his/her
salary reduced in the same manner as if a demotion. If an employee
refuses to retreat, the employee is laid-off and his/her name is placed on
a Recall List.
The duration of a Recall List shall be four years.
Once the targeted employee(s) has indicated whether s/he wants to
exercise his/her bump and/or retreat rights and the actual employee to
be laid-off has been determined, the CSEA President or designee shall be
notified of the results. Said notification shall include names, titles, and
seniority dates of those employees to be laid-off. The CSEA President or
designee may request a meeting with the Personnel Officer to review the
records leading to the determination of which employee is to be laid-off.
Any dispute pertaining to an employee's seniority date shall be resolved
according to the Civil Service records in the Personnel Office.
11. If a Recall List exists for a particular title for which a vacancy exists, the
individuals on that list must fIrst be offered appointment prior to either
the promotion of current employees or the appointment of an outside
applicant.
The recall of individuals on a Recall List shall be based upon seniority,
with the most senior being recalled first, and so on. In order to qualify
for recall, the individual must meet the minimum qualifications on the
existing job description at the time of recall, and must be available to
report to work within 10 calendar days of notification of the County.
A recalled employee's rate of pay upoJ?, retuming to County employment
shall be calculated as follows:
-8-
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Rate at lay-off + all contractual raiSes granted during lay-off + any
increments missed.
Acceptance of temporary or seasonal employment with the County shall
not diminish the individual's recall rights.
ARTICLE 4 : Salaries, Wages
Section A: Annual Salary Increases
In addition to the increment to which an employee may be entitled under the
salaty schedule, each employee in the County bargaining unit shall be entitled
to an increase based on the employee's annual salary as of December 31 of the
previous year, as follows:
2.
1. For the period January I, 2000 to December 31, 2000, an increase of five
percent (5%) per employee.
For the period January 1, 2001 to December 31, 2001, an increase of five
percent (5%) per employee.
3. For the period January I, 2002 to December 31, 2002, an increase of
$200.00 plus three and one-half percent (3.5%) per employee.
4. For the period January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2003, an increase of
$200.00 plus three and one-half percent (3.5%) per employee.
5. For the period January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2004, an increase of
three and eighty-five hundredths percent (3.85%) per employee.
Section B: New Hires
These rules shall apply only to positions assigned to a defmite salary grade in
the salary schedule and for which definite minimum salaries, annual
increments and maximum salaries have been or subsequently are established.
1. Every new employee shall start at the minimum annual salary specified
for his position unless the department head or appointing officer
requests and receives permission from the County Legislature to start
said employee at increment stage" 1" or "2" by reason of prior experience
in similar work.
2. Break In Service:
a) - . In the event that an employee resigns or retires from County
service and is rehired within six months into a position covered by
-9-
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this collective bargaining agreement, s/he shall retain credit for
increment and salary purposes.
For increments, the employee's new anniversary date shall be
based upon the date of rehire, with adjustment for time actually
served with Tioga County in a position covered by this collective
bargaining agreement prior to his /her recent separation.
Example:
Employed 1/1/86 - 12/31/87 (24 months)
Rehired 4/1/88
Anniversary date becomes 4/1/86 (4/1/88 minus 24 months)
For salary, an employee rehired to a position in the same salary
grade as his/her last employment shall receive the same rate of
pay as s/he was earning upon separation. If the base salary of
that salary grade is higher at the time of rehire than his/her
previous salary, the individual shall be paid the base salary in
existence at time of rehire. If rehired to a position in a grade lower
than his/her former position, s/he shall be paid at his/her former
rate minus the existing difference between the two grades
(comparable to a demotion). If rehired to a position in a grade
higher than his/her former position, s/he shall be paid at his/her
former rate plus the existing difference between the two grades
(comparable to a promotion).
Example: (Based on 1999 Salary Schedule)
Office Manager (Grade 6) hired 2/1/90 at base of range resigns
6/1/99 at a salary of $20,000.
Scenario 1:
Individual retums to County employment 9/1/99 as an Account
Clerk Typist (Grade 4). S/he will receive a salary of $20,000 -
$2199 = $17,801.
Scenario 2:
Individual retums to County employment 9/1/99 as a Payroll
Clerk (or any other Grade 6 position). S/he will receive a salary of
$20,000. .
Scenario 3:
Individual retums to County employment 9/1/99 as a Medical
- Records Technician (Grade 8)." S/he will" receive a salary of
$20,000 + $3,620 = $23,620.
-10-
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3.
In the event a person is rehired after more than six months, the
employee will be considered a new hire for salary and all benefit
purposes.
b) Seniority, as to Dispatch and Sheriffs Civilian, will be defined as
the uninterrupted service in the Tioga County Sheriffs
Department. In the event of a break in service, and the employee
returns to employment with the County within six (6) months from
the break, seniority shall be treated as uninterrupted service.
Salaries and wages of all persons covered by this Agreement shall be paid
every two weeks, with payday falling on the Thursday following the two-
week period ending on the preceding Friday. All checks in payment of
said salaries and wages shall contain or have attached thereto a
complete statement of all deductions for income tax, social security tax,
CSEA dues or fees and insurance, deferred compensation and any
authorized or required deductions.
Section C: Increments
Increments will be granted to those individuals who qualify as set forth in the
provisions of the increment evaluation systems adopted by Resolution # 123-73,
dated May 14, 1973. Any member of the Tioga County Bargaining Unit shall
have the provisions of the increment evaluation system applied. This includes
the Highway Department, who, for 1989, were entitled to one increment and
had the existing system overlaid; no such persons to receive more than two
increments retroactively.
1. All increments shall be in the amount of $300.
2. All increments shall be payable within thirty (30) days of receipt by the
Personnel Officer of a satisfactory evaluation. Payment shall be
retroactive to the employee's anniversary date.
3. Employees entitled to an approved increment shall become payable on
their anniversary date in accordance with paragraph 2 above.
4. Eligible employees will be entitled to a $300.00 increment after
completion of one, two, seven, ten, fifteen, twenty, twenty-five and thirty
years of service.
5. If an employee does not receive a full increment as a result of an
evaluation, the employee may seek a review and modification of the
evaluation as follows:
-11-
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a) - Within seven (7) calendar days from receipt of the evaluation, the
employee may request, in writing, a review of the evaluation by the
Personnel Officer. The Personnel Officer shall investigate the
matter, conduct a joint meeting with the employee, Department
Head, Union representative, and render a written decision within
thirty (30) calendar days from the receipt of the request for review.
b) In tne- event the employee is still denied a full increment. the
employee may seek a final review of the evaluation by the
Legislative Committee of the employee's department. Within seven
(7) calendar days from receipt of the decision of the Personnel
Officer, the employee may request, in writing, a review of the
original evaluation and decision of the Personnel Officer. The
Legislative Committee shall investigate the matter, conduct a joint
meeting with the employee, Personnel Officer, Department Head,
and Union representative, and render a written decision within
thirty (30) calendar days from receipt of the request for review.
The decision of the Legislative Committee shall be final and
binding on all parties.
No further appeal from this decision shall be authorized under the
Grievance procedure contained within this agreement.
Section D: Salary Adjustment U1>0n Promotion/Demotion
Upon promotion or demotion, salaried and hourly employees shall have their
wage adjusted by the difference between the starting salaries of their current
position and that of the new position.
Section E: Out-ot-Title Pay
Any employee who, at the request of his department head and with the consent
of the Legislature, performs the duties of an existing higher grade or
classification for a period of more than more than 25 calendar days, shall be
paid at the rate applicable to such higher grade or classification for the entire
time worked in such higher classification. '
Section F: Compensatory Time
Salaried employees required to work overtime shall be entitled to compensatory
time off the normal work week, within 120 days of the date the time was
accumulated. An employee who is unable to use accumul~ted comp time
within the 120 working day period shall have the time converted to cash
payment and department heads can direct employees to use comp time with
two working days' notice. Such requirement ,shall not be for a unit of less than
1/2 day- or the actual time accrued, if such time is less than 1/2 day.
Compensatory time will be credited as follows:
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2.
3.
1. . Straight compo time for Saturday if uI}cler a 40 hour work week. Comp
time and one-half for over 40 hours on a Saturday. Comp time and one-
half for Sundays and holidays.
All camp time worked on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays shall have
the prior written approval of the department head or his designee.
The department head may require notice of one working day prior to the
granting of compensatory time. .
Section G: CompensationTime for Travel Time
Any employee directed by the appropriate Department Head to report to a work
location which is different than the employee's regular place of assignment, for
the expressed purpose of attendance at training/meetings/conferences
required by the Department Head, shall receive compensatory time for travel
outside of normal work hours to and from that training location in accordance
with the mutually agreed upon schedule of Travel Time.
It is agreed that the employee will be granted compensatory time in accordance
with this Travel Time schedule at the appropriate rate of pay for the individual
employee. This schedule is set forth in Attachment (B).
At the discretion of the Department Head, an employee may be directed to flex
their work day to accommodate the training/meetings/conference, but may be
directed to report to their regular work location for the remaining balance of
the normal work day with compensation.
Section H: Overtime
1. Hourly employees of the Highway Department called back to duty after
the end of the working day or on a Saturday, shall be paid for a
minimum of four hours for each extra day.
2. Hourly employees of the Highway Department who work on Holidays set
forth in Article 5, Section F (1) and (2), shall be paid double time. Hourly
employees of the Highway Department who work overtime on Sundays
shall be paid double time.
3. Hourly employees required to work overtime shall be paid one and one-
half times their hourly rate for all authorized time worked over forty
hours per week.
4. Hourly employees of the Highway Department shall receive a night shift
differential of 50 cents per hour. A minimum of two weeks of continuous
service is necessary to qualify for this differential, which shall be non-
retroactive.
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5. HQurly employees of the Building and Grounds Department called back
to duty after the end of the working day or on Saturday or Sunday, shall
be paid for a minimum of two (2) hours for each extra day.
6. In the event of an emergency, if a Dispatcher is called into work on a day
other than his normal work day or at a time other than his normal work
shift for that day, the Dispatcher shall be paid a minimum of four (4)
hours straight time. Under no circumstances shall any scheduled work
assignment, shift or other duty constitute an emergency.
7. Those Dispatchers required to work a shift other than the day shift shall
be entitled to an hourly shift differential compensation as follows:
For the Year
2000
2001-2004
A Line
.40 cents
.45 cents
CLine
.33 cents
.35 cents
8. Those Dispatchers, who are not otherwise scheduled to work, who are
called to work a full shift on a designated holiday as set forth in Article 5,
Section F, shall be paid double time.
9. Computation of overtime (more than forty (40) hours) for hourly
employees requ.ired to work overtime, shall include all authorized paid
time off which occurs during the same work week in excess of forty (40)
hours in a work week.
Section I: On-Call Pay
Employees designated by the County to perform on-call duties, shall be
compensated in the following manner:
1. All on-call employees shall receive a benefit of $20.00 per day for a week-
day, $32.00 per day for Saturday and Sundays, and $42.00 for holidays
designated in Article 5 (f), except that floating holidays shall be paid as a
week-day.
2. All DSS and Mental Health employees who actually render non-field work
services while on-call shall receive an additional compensation for all
services rendered equal to one hour straight-time at the employees rate
of pay per incident or client case.
All DSS employees who perform actual field work while on-call shall be
compensated at their hourly rate of pay for their actual time in the field
plus one (1) additional hour for paperwork to be completed.
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4.' All Public Health employees shall be ~ompensated at their straight time
rate of pay for the time rendered while providing services on-call.
5.
6.
Effective October 1, .1996, all duties curre.ntly perfonned in connection
with the HEAP or Fuels Emergency Program shall thereafter be handled
by the on-call DSS employee.
All on-caH-employees required to work on the actual day of December 25,
when the official Christmas Holiday is celebrated on the previous Friday
or following Monday, shall be paid the Holiday rate of pay.
Section J: Jury Duty
Any employee called for Jury Duty will receive his regular salary minus any
jury pay, and not be required to use vacation or personal leave.
Section K: Suggestion Program
A program of suggestion that will provide for cash incentive or an alternate
incentive plan was adopted May 1991, see County Policy 19.
ARTICLE 5: Vacation, Sick Leave, Leave of Absence, Holidays
Section k Vacation
All County employees shall be entitled to annual vacation with pay based on
their years of service from anniversary date as follows:
1. For service of more than six months, but less than one year, the
employee will be entitled to five days vacation and an additional five days
vacation after one year. (Limit ten days after one year of employment).
2. For service of more than six years, but less than thirteen years, the
employee will be entitled to fifteen days vacation.
3. For service of more than thirteen years, the employee will be entitled to
twenty days vacation.
The term "week" as applied to a vacation period shall mean a calendar
week of seven days, Sunday through Saturday; but in no two-week
period shall there be vacation for more than ten working days, nor in the
three-week period more than fifteen working days, and in the four-week
period, not more than twenty working days vacation.
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4. One month's notice of a vacation peridd desired shall be given by each
employee to the department head, and all vacations shall be taken at a
time fIXed by the department head under whom such employee works. A
request for vacation of five days or more shall receive a decision on its
approval or disapproval within 10 working days.
5. Twenty days of the vacation to which an employee may be entitled in a
given year-may be carried over by him to the subsequent year. Except
for such privilege, no additional vacation shall be carried over from
one year to another unless the pressure of work in a particular
department makes it impossible for the department head to grant a full
vacation during such year, in which case the vacation period for such
year or any unused portion thereof may be added to the vacation to
which the employee is entitled during the following year.
6. An employee who resigns or retires will be paid for unused vacation due
him. In addition, the employee shall be paid, in accordance with the
current practice, a pro-rated share of the vacation time earned toward
his/her next anniversary.
7. The estate or beneficiary of an employee who dies will be paid for the
employee's unused vacation. In the event. that a CSEA employee resigns
or retires from' County service and is rehired within six months to a
position covered by this collective bargaining agreement, s/he shall have
his/her annual vacation accrual based upon their years of prior service.
However, consideration must be given to the fact that payment for a pro-
rated portion of their next anniversary's accrual may have been paid
upon separation, and their accrual on their next anniversary shall be
adjusted accordingly.
In addition, the employee's anniversary date shall be based upon the
date of rehire, with adjustment for time actually served with the County
in a position covered by the CSEA collective bargaining agreement prior
to his/her most recent separation, as with increments (See Article 4
Section B.2).
Example:
Employee's anniversary = March 1, 1995
Employee resigns June 1, 1999, and receives payment for any unused
portion of 1999 accrual, and no pro-rated portion of the March 2000
accrual.
Employee returns September 1, 1999. New anniversary date = June 1,
1.~~5. Receives no vacation upon hire (since compensation was issued
upon separation). Receives ten (10) days on his/her June 2000
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8.
anniversary since no pro-rated payment was made under this example.
June 1,2001, employee accrues 15 days vacation.
Employee resigns September 1, 1999 and receives payment for any
unused portion of 1999 accrual, and five (5) day's pro-rated portion of
the March 2000 accrual.
Employee-retums December 1, 1999. New anniversary date = June 1,
1995. Receives no vacation upon hire (since compensation was issued
upon separation). Receives V2 of ten (10) days (or five (5) days) on
his/her June 2000 anniversary. June 1, 2001, employee accrues 15
days vacation.
The estate or beneficiary of a Dispatch or Sheriffs Civilian employee shall
be paid for the employee's unused vacation, floating holiday and
compensatory time on the books. '
Section B: Sick Leave
Absence from duty by a County employee by reason of sickness or disability of
himself not covered by the Workers' Compensation Law, shall be allowed as
provided in this section and not otherwise. Absence from duty for such
reasons, if duly granted by the department head, shall be considered and
known as "sick leave': The department head shall grant sick leave in one-half
hour increments upon request..
1. An employee shall be granted sick leave with pay for one working day for
each' month in which no unpaid leave of absence in excess of five
working days, or no unauthorized leave is taken. An employee
commencing work after the fifteenth day of any month shall not be
granted sick leave for that month. A maximum of 216 sick days may be
accumulated.
2. It shall be the duty of the employee to notify his department head of his
illness within one hour of the beginning of his fITst day's absence.
3. An employee isolated or quarantined by a physician or health officer's
order because of exposure to a communicable disease shall be
considered absent because of sickness and may be granted sick leave
with pay during such isolation or quarantine. to the extent of his
accumulated and unused sick leave.
4. Upon satisfactory proof that an employee became ill while on vacation,
the day or days of such illness may be charged against the employee's
sj.~k leave rather than against his vacation time.
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5. The department head may require a physician's certificate for any sick
leave of more than one working day and may require an examination by
a physician of his choice, or other evidence that the illness is bonafide.
5a. When the employer requires a medical statement as a requirement for
continued employment, the employer shall so direct the employee in
writing. The employer shall pay any cost of said exam not covered by the
employee's-or any other health insurance. The employee agrees to fully
cooperate with the employer in filing any insurance claims in connection
with said exam.
6. Where an employee, because of illness or disability, is required to remain
away from his employment beyond his sick leave allowance, the
department head, in his judgment, may petition the Legislature that
additional sick leave with pay be advanced chargeable against future
accumulation of sick leave. If, after the lapse of 30 days, the department
head shall have failed to so petition the Legislature, any interested party
may so petition.
7. Sick leave may be allowed for illness in the immediate family, including
step relations, without restrictions up to the existing personal
entitlements.
Section C: Bereavement Leave
1. On the death of a child, husband, wife, sister, brother, father, mother,
father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, grandparent,
grandchild or step-relations, any County employee shall be entitled to
three working days with pay.
2. Leaves for family deaths not covered by sub-section 1 above may be
granted and deducted from accumulated sick leave, subject to all other
provisions for the granting and use of sick leave.
Section D: Personal Leave
2.
1. Each employee shall be entitled to three days personal leave each year,
not accumulative, for such purposes as he or she may deem proper, but
on such dates as the department head may approve. Personal leave may
be taken in quarter hour increments. Employees with ten years of
service shall receive a fourth personal day, on the employee's loth
anniversary date, and four (4) personal days per year thereafter.
Dispatch and SheIiffs Civilian employees hired on or before April
30,1998 shall receive four (4) personal days per calendar year.
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Employees shall be credited with personal time for their fIrst calendar
year of employment according to the following chart, regardless of
whether a new or re-hire:
3.
4.
Date of Hire
January 1 through April 30
May 1 through August 31
Seprember 1 through December 31
Personal Days
3
2
1
Upon separation from County employment, personal days shall not be
compensated for.
Section E: Leave of Absence
1.
2.
An employee's anniversary date (used to determine increments and
vacation) shall be adjusted on a day for day basis for any unpaid absence
which has not been previously scheduled and/or previously approved.
No adjustment of the anniversary date shall occur if an unpaid medical
leave is pre-approved and does not exceed one cumulative year (260
working days) in duration. Once pre-approved medical leave(s) exceeds
one cumulative year, the anniversary date shall be adjusted on a day for
day basis for all days in excess of 260 working days. An unpaid leave of
absence for non-Family/Medical Leave reasons which is approved in
advance shall result in the adjustment of the employee's anniversary
date as of day one.
An employee, who has taken a leave of absence, whether for medical or
for any other reason shall share in the cost of their medical insurance as
follows:
a) If an employee is on Family Medical Leave, or Disability under
Article 6, §E (5), the employee shall contribute the amount
required under Article 6, §B (1), for the first twelve (12) weeks of
Family Medical Leave or the fIrst twenty-six (26) weeks of
Disability. After said initial time period's, the employee shall pay
the full cost of the monthly premium for the health insurance
option the employee is covered by (individual or family).
b) If an employee is on leave for any other reason, the employee shall
pay the full cost of the monthly premium for the .health insurance
option the employee is' covered by (individual or family).
c) If an employee has elected the Family Medical Leave because of a
serious health condition than renders the employee incapable of
_performing the functions of the'''employee's job, or Disability, the
employee shall apply all existing sick time to said Leave fDisability.
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Any illness or sick time taken by an employee consisting of at least
seven (7) consecutive working days shall constitute leave under the
Family Medical Leave Act, and shall be counted as part of the
twelve (12) week allowance.
d) An employee may, at the employee's option, use any accumulated
vacation, personal, floating holiday, or compensation time in
connection with their leave of absence.
e) If an employee is suspended for a period of not more than thirty
(30) days pursuant to the Civil Service Law, the employee shall
continue to contribute the amount required under Article 6, §B (1).
f) If an employee is called to active military service and the employee
wishes to continue the health insurance provided herein as an
addition to or in lieu of the military coverage, the employee shall
pay the full cost of the monthly premium for the health insurance
option the employee is covered by (individual or family).
3. The conduct of personal commercial business on County time or on
County premises is forbidden.
4. Military leave shall be granted as provided by Section 242 and 243 of the
Military Law. An employee shall be paid for any and all periods of
absence while engaged in the performance of ordered military duty, and
while going to and retuming from such duty, not exceeding a total of
thirty days in anyone calendar year and not exceeding thirty days in any
one continuous period of such absence.
5. The employee shall have the option of unpaid maternity leave of absence
of not more than one year, then retum to the regular job without any
decrease in pay. A 60-day advance written notice is required to the
department head to request such leave.
6. Emergencv Closing Procedures: When County offices are closed prior to
the start of an employee's normal work shift, the employee shall be paid
as if he or she actually worked the entire shift. Employees on authorized
leave during a County shutdown shall not have their absence charged
against their accruals of benefit time. Employees directed to work during
the period of a closing shall be reimbursed with additional compensation
time on an hour by hour basis for all time worked while County offices
were closed. Employees required to extend their on-call services shall be
paid for a second shift at the normal on-call rate. All additional pay for
on-call services shall be as per Article 4. Section H of this agreement.
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Section F: Holidays
1. The following public holidays as dermed in Section 24 of the General
Constmction Law, and the Day after Thanksgiving shall be granted to
employees. If a holiday falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday will be
granted; if a holiday falls on Sunday, the following Monday will be
granted. An additional day's vacation shall be granted to each employee
for each OOliday falling within a vacation period.
Holidays shall be as follows: New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
President's Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day After Thanksgiving Day
Christmas
2. In addition to the holiday's set forth in Section 1 above, each employee
shall be entitled to two (2) floating holidays at a time the employee may
request. All requests are subject to appropriate supervisory approval.
All floating holidays must be used within the same calendar year, and
may not be accumulated or carried over. All floating holidays may be
used in one-half day increments.
3. Upon separation from County employment, unused floating holidays
shall be compensated for at the employee's normal rate.
ARTICLE 6: Retirement, Health Insurance and Protection
Section A: Retirement System
The County shall continue to participate in the so-called 1/60th Non-
Contributory Retirement Plan as provided by Section 75-i of the Retirement
and Social Security Law, retroactive to 1938, for Tier 1 and Tier 2 members.
Tier 3 employees (those employees hired between July 27, 1976 and before
September 1, 1983) are covered under Article 14 and/or 15, and Tier 4
employees (those hired on or after September 1. 1983) are covered under
Article 15 of the New York State Employees' Retirement System. Both of these
plans are contributory.
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Upon retirement, an employee's accumulated unused sick leave may be
counted as additional service credit, as per Sec. 41J of the New York
State Retirement System.
1.
Section B: Health Insurance
The County shall continue to pay the entire cost of the participation of
employees-in'the Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Central New York, Region-
wide Plan, except: '
1.
a) Each employee subscribing to an Individual Plan shall pay the
following amounts per pay period toward the cost of health insurance:
Year
2000
2001-2003
2004
Amount Per Pay Period
$10.00
$11.00
$12.00
b) Each employee subscribing to a Family Plan shall pay the following
amounts per pay period toward the cost of health insurance:
Year
2000
2001-2003
2004
Amount Per Pay Period
$13.00
,$15.00
$17.00
c) All employee contributions shall be inclusive of both health and
dental insurance.
Each employee shall pay three ($3.00) dollars for generic and six ($6.00)
dollars for brand name per prescription as the "co-pay" portion of the
prescription drug rider effective October 1, 1993, and during the
duration of this agreement.
2.
Section C: Retiree Prescription Cards
Effective January 1, 1988, the County paid the entire cost of a prescription
drug rider to the current health insurance plan for future retirees who were
covered under this contract.
Section D: Section 125K Program
Effective January 1, 1996, all employee health contributions shall be
processed through IRS 125K Pla,n on a mandatory basis. Employees will
have ,the option of withdrawing from participation in the IRS 125K Plan
provided such withdrawal is in writing.
1.
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2. Effective January 1. 2000. or as soon thereafter as the plan can be
implemented. employees shall have the option of participating in an
expanded IRS 125K Plan for qualifying out-of-pocket medical and
. dependent care expenses. The premiums shall be paid by the County.
Section E: Iniured on Duty Pay
Employees of 'fioga County shall be entitled to Injured While, on Official
Business Pay for a period of one (1) year from the date of injury. except that
this provision shall not entitle an employee to Injured While on Official
Business Pay for injuries incurred during transit to and from his or her usual
place of employment at the commencement or end of a tour of duty. No
adjustment to an employee's anniversary date shall occur while receiving pay
under this provision. If an employee remains out of work beyond one year from,
the date of injury, his/her anniversary date shall thereafter begin to be
adjusted on a day for day basis.
1. The Workers' Compensation Board of the State of New York shall be the
body which shall determine the issue of whether or not the employee was
injured while on official business.
2. For the purposes of this Agreement, Injured While on Official Business
Pay is defined as compensation payable to the employee during disability
resulting from an injury received by the employee during the regular
course of his employment. which shall be paid at the same rate as the
employee's usual salary or wage.
3. In the event that the Workers' Compensation Board shall make a finding
that an employee had been injured while on official business, the County
shall be entitled to reimbursement from the Workers' Compensation
Board of weekly benefits due the employee during any time period during
which the employee has been paid Inured While on Official Business Pay.
4. Eligibility for Injured While on Official Business Pay will be re-established
after the employee has returned to work for one full year. If after one
year the initial injury re-occurs, the eligibility for Injured While on
Official Business Pay will be re-established for six months only.
5. The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America non-occupational
disability policy currently in force increased the maximum benefit
payment from 500/0 to 60% up to a maximum of $170.00 per week on
May 24, 1988. Eligibility is determined by the Guardian Life Insurance
Company.
An 'Emplovee Assistance Program waS' explored by Management and the
Union and guidelines were adopted by Resolution #210-92 and #105-93.
6.
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In- the event this program is further 'modified, this agreement shall be
amended to reflect said modifications.
7. The Nationwide Retirement Solutions DefeITed Compensation Plan, a
voluntary / optional payroll deduction investment plan, is available to
members of the bargaining unit. Minimum contribution is $10.00 per
pay period, administered through the Treasurer's Office.
Section F: Life Insurance
The County'shall provide for each Dispatch and Sheriffs Civilian employee,
covered by this agreement, a life covered by this agreement, a life insurance
policy having a face value of five thousand ($5,000) dollars payable on the
death of the said employee, such insurance to terminate upon the termination
of employment with the County. The County shall pay the entire premium for
such life insurance.
Section G: Dispatch/Injured on Duty Pay
Dispatch employees covered by this agreement shall be entitled to Injured on
Duty Pay for a period not to exceed one (1) year from the date of the injury,
except that this provision shall not entitle an employee to Injured on Duty Pay
for injuries incurred during transit to and from his/her usual place of
employment at the commencement or end of his tour of duty, or to injuries
incurred outside of the scope of his employment duties. However, injuries
incurred during transit to the place of assignment when an employee is
specifically called out in case of emergency or civil disorder shall be deemed to
be incurred while on duty and shall qualify for Injured on Duty Pay. The
Worker's Compensation Board of the State of New York shall be the body,
which shall deteITI1ine the issue of whether or not the employee was injured
while on duty and payment under this provision will be made retroactively
upon deteITI1ination.
For the purpose of this agreement, Injured on Duty Pay is defined as
compensation payable to the employee during the regular course of his/her
employment, which shall be paid at the same rate as the employee's usual
salary. In the event that the Worker's Compensation Board shall make a
finding that an employee had been injured on duty, the County' shall be
entitled to reimbursement from the self-insurance plan for weekly benefits due
the employee during any time period during which the employee has been or is
being paid Injured on Duty Pay.
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Section- A: Mileage Rate ./
Effective upon ratification by the Association and Legislature review and, if
approved by the Legislature, the implementation of funds, the mileage
reimbursement is 28 cents per mile. Effective January 1, 1999, the mileage
reimbursement shall be 30 cents per mile.
Section B: Tra1fsporting Clients
Effective January 1, 1982, County employees may refuse to transport clients
unless a County car is provided. County cars may be used for home visits or
related County business, when available.
Section C: Clothing Allowance/Uniform Maintenance
1. Effective January 1, 1999, the County shall pay Three Hundred TWenty-
Five Dollars ($325.00) in clothing allowance to all Public Works
employees. Employees shall provide the employer with receipts for all
items purchased prior to payment by the County. Employees shall be
required to purchase as part of said allowance and at all times wear,
safety shoes.
2. The County agrees to provide uniform maintenance service for uniformed
dispatchers, on a contractual basis, and provide for "blocking" and
cleaning of uniform Stetsons. The insignia shall reflect the employee is a
Dispatcher.
3. Uniformed Dispatch employees covered by this agreement shall be
supplied with all equipment necessary to properly perform the duties of
their position. Said equipment shall be supplied at the expense of the
County and shall be properly maintained and serviced by the County so
as to remain in safe working order.
4. The County will reimburse uniformed Dispatch employees for personally
owned equipment required by the Sheriff as part of the uniform and not
provided for by the County which is damaged or destroyed in the line of
duty other than normal wear and tear. Claims for such reimbursement
shall be filed in writing to the Dispatcher's shift supervisor at the end of
the Dispatcher's shift. Reimbursement shall be made by the County
within thirty (30) days of the incident resulting in damage or destruction
of the personal property.
5. The County agrees to purchase and provide materials, films and/or
slides to be used as training guides and devices for uniformed Dispatch
employees covered by this agreement in order to upgrade and improve
the quality of work and job performance. Insofar as the money for the
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purchase ofsuch items is included in the Annual County budget, the
Sheriff shall recommend and authorize such purchases.
Section D: First-Aid Kits
A first-aid kit shall be provided in each County department where more than
two employees \VOtk in the same office.
ARTICLE 8: Job-Oriented Training
Section A
Upon successful completion of a course of training related to an employee's
duties, he shall be entitled to reimbursement of one-half of the cost of tuition,
therefore, provided that the attendance at such course shall have had the prior
approval of both the department head and the Personnel Officer.
1. This reimbursement shall be limited to eight (8) credit hours per calendar
year.
ARTICLE 9: Grievances
Section A: Definitions
As used herein, the following terms shall have these meanings:
1. "Grievance" is defined as an employee's dissatisfaction with the
application or implementation of the provisions of this Agreement or of
any applicable law, rule, regulation or policy of the County, governing the
terms and conditions of employment.
2. 'Department" shall mean any office, department, board, commission or
other agency of the County of Tioga.
3. '1mmediate Supervisor" shall mean the employee or officer on the next
higher level of authority above the employee in the department wherein
the grievance exists and who normally assigns and supervises the
employee's work and approves his time record or evaluates his work
perfonnance.
'Department head" shall mean that person so designated pursuant to
law, charter, mle or resolution of the County Legislature as the head of a
department.
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5. ~'Days" shall mean all days other than Saturdays, Sundays and legal
holidays. Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays shall be excluded in
computing the number of days within which action must be taken or
notice given within the terms of this resolution. .
Section B: Declaration of Basic Principle
Every employee-of this County shall have the right to present a grievance in
accordance with the procedures herein, free from interference, coercion,
restraint, discrimination or reprisal, and shall have the right to be represented
by a person of his own choosing at all stages of the grievance procedure.
Section C: Process
Stage One
An employee who claims to have a grievance shall discuss the grievance with
his/her supervisor within five (5) working days of the OCCUITence.
In those cases where the immediate supervisor and the Department Head are
the same person, the employee shall submit all grievance matters directly at
Stage 'I\vo in writing.
Stage Two
If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the verbal answer, the grievance shall
be reduced to writing and submitted to the employee's Department Head or
designee within five (5) working days of the verbal answer. The Department
Head or designee shall render his decision, in writing, to the grievant within
three (3) working days of receipt thereof.
Stage Three
If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with the Department Head's written
answer, the grievance shall be fOIWarded to the Director of Personnel/Labor
Relations within five (5) working days of receipt of the Stage Two answer.
A meeting between two (2) representatives of the CSEA, and two (2)
representatives of the County will be arranged to meet and discuss the
grievance(s) appearing on the agenda, within five (5) working days from the
date the agenda is received by the County. The Director of Personnel/Labor
Relations shall issue a written answer to the grievant within five (5) working
days from the date of the meeting. Copies of the written answer are to be se.nt
to the CSEA Unit President.
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Section -D: Arbitration
If the grievance is not resolved at Stage Three, CSEA, within ten (10) working
days after receipt of the Stage Three answer, may request arbitration by
submitting a demand with the County. Such demand shall simultaneously be
filed with the Public Employee Relations Board (PERB) or American Arbitration
Association (AAA). An arbitrator shall be selected in accordance with PERB or
AAA procedures:-the decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on all
parties. All expenses related to arbitration shall be shared equally between the
County and C.S.E.A., Inc.
No arbitrator functioning under this step shall have any power to amend,
modify or delete any provisions of this Agreement or to circumvent the intent
thereo( .
ARTICLE 10: Other Rights and Benefits
Section A: Past Rights/Benefits
Any rights or benefits which the former Board of Supervisors or the present
County Legislature has heretofore authorized or County employees shall
continue in effect whether or not herein specifically mentioned.
Section B: Exit Interviews
Prior to an employee's last day of employment with Tioga County, they are
entitled to an exit interview. Notification of this right shan be on a form agreed
to between the County and the C.S.E.A.
Section C: CDL Drug and Alcohol Testing
The "Tioga County Commercial Driver License Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy"
shall apply to all applicable County employees.
Section D: Adjustment of Salary Schedules
Salary schedules shall be increased by three (3%) percent a year for each year
of the term of this agreement Said increases are already reflected in the
attached schedules.
Section E: Indemnity of Dispatchers
The County shall save harmless and indemnify a dispatch employee from
financiC:illoss arising out of any claim, demand, suit or judgment by reason of
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alleged negligence or other act by such employee, providing that the employee,' '
at the time damages were sustained, was acting in the discharge of
Article 10 - Other Rights and BenefIts {Continued}
his/her duties, and within the general scope of his/her employment and that
such damages did not result from willful and/or wrongful acts or gross
negligence of such employee. Such employee must, however, within five (5)
calendar days from the date s/he is served with any summons, process, notice,
demand or pleading, deliver such documents or certified copies, thereof, to the
Sheriff. It is urmerstood that upon receipt of such documents by the Sheriff,
all matters pertaining to the representation of such employee shall be assumed
by the County Attorney or his authorized representative.
~on F: Psychological CounseUng (Dispatch)
Any Dispatch employee who as a result of his/her dispatching duties is
involved in a death-related incident, or a traumatic incident that has been
determined by the Sheriff to have caused a serious level of stress to that
employee, shall be mandated to have psychological counseling. That portion of
the counseling fee that is not covered by the employee's insurance shall be paid
in full by the County. The choice of a qualified individual who shall conduct
the psychological counseling shall be mutually agreed upon by both the
employer and the employee. This counseling is for the benefit of the employee,
and not for the purpose of dismissal, unless for disability reasons.
Section G: Discipline (Dispatch)
This discipline procedures set forth in Sections 75 and 76 of the Civil Service
Law shall apply to Dispatch and Sheriffs Civilian employees. Neither Dispatch
nor Sheriffs Civilian employees shall be required as part of their employment
requirements to take a polygraph test, stress test or other lie detector test, and
the refusal to take such a test shall not be grounds for disciplinary action.
No dispatch or Sheriffs Civilian employee shall refuse to submit to drug or
alcohol testing while on duty when requested to do so. The Sheriff, or his
designee, shall be solely responsible for obtaining the necessary samples,
safeguarding them and forwarding them to the appropriate agency for analysis.
~on H: Posting and Shift Bidding/Dispatch Personnel
Every ninety (90) calendar days, commencing in January of each calendar year,
all permanent Dispatchers shall be permitted to submit a written bid indicating
their preference of the shift pattems posted by the Chief Dispatcher. The
ninety (90) day periods shall be: January - March, April - June, July -
September, October - December. The posting and bidding process shall
commence no later than twelve (12) calendar days prior to the beginning of the
next bidding period.
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. The Chief Dispatcher shall post a written announcement of the shift patterns
(A, B, C), in a central location in the Dispatch work area, and provide each
Dispatcher with a copy of this notice in their individual mail boxes on-site. The
Article 10 - Other Rights and Benefits (Continued)
posting shall be dated the first day if it is posted, and shall announce that
there is a deadline of 3:00 PM on the fIfth (5th) calendar day from the date of
the posting in which Dispatchers can submit their bids.
Each employee must indicate on their bid slip a first, second and third choice
preference selecting from the posted shift patterns. Selection of employees for
shift assignments under this article shall be on the basis of Seniority within
title and department. In the event that there are more than one bid slip
received for anyone shift pattern, seniority shall determine the successful
bidder..
.
It shall be the responsibility of the Chief Dispatcher to mail to the residence of
each Dispatcher on a leave of absence due to illness/injury /FMLA, a copy of
the posting and bidding information and provide the employee notice of their
right to bid for any shift pattern posted. This mailing shall be done
simultaneously with the posting of the shift pattems in the work location.
Upon completion of the bidding process, or by 3:00 PM on the eighth (8th) day
after the posting notice was originally circulated, the Chief Dispatcher shall
post in the work location the results of the shift bidding for general information
purposes of all Dispatchers.
EXAMPLE: Bid Period
January - March 2001
Original date of posting
December 19, 2000
Deadline to file
December 23, 2000
Date announcing shift assignments
December 26, 2000
Effective date of new shift assignments
January 1,2001
Section I: Posting and Bidding of Non-Competitive Vacancies
Prior to the filling of any vacant permanent, full-time non-competitive position
represented by the CSEA, the County shall post a notice announcing the
availability of the position. The notice shall be posted in the Personnel Office.
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Additional copies of the notice shall be provided to all Department Heads for'
posting and the CSEA Unit President. Job po stings shall be posted at the
PersoI:1:n.el Office for seven (7) calendar days.. ;The notice shall contain the job
Article 10 - Other Rights snd Benefits {Continued}
title, salary range, hours of work, assigned work location, minimum
qualifications for the position, posting date, and the filling deadline date.
Interested County- "employees must submit a completed job application to the
County Personnel Office within seven (7) calendar days from the date of
posting. Completed job applications shall be date stamped by the Personnel
Office, which stamp shall constitute the date of receipt.
All approved job applications for the position shall be provided to the hiring
Department Head. Seniority shall be one factor, amongst all other factors, to
be considered during the review of the applications by the Department Head.
The Department Head shall select which applicants shall be contacted for an
interview, and thereafter fill the position. For those County employees who are
interviewed but not offered the position, the Department Head (or their
designee) at the request of the employee shall discuss the reason(s) for non-
selection with the employee.
ARTICLE 11: Duration
This Agreement shall be effective for a period of five (5) years, commencing
January 1, 2000 and ending December 31, 2004.
ARTICLE 12 : Legislative Approval
IT IS AGREED BY AND BE1WEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLA11VE ACTION IV PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE
.ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE SHALL NOT BECOME EFFEC71VE UNTIL
THE COUN7Y LEGISLA1VRE HAS GIVEN ITS APPROVAL.
In r}fJitll£ss rJtftereoj; the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be
executed by their respective authorized representatives.
BY:
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES'
ASSOCIATION, INC., LOCAL 1000,
AFSCME, AFL-CIO
COUNTY OF TIOGA
BY: tfkh -V~/'n~) fh)11 C{Lu-t~
. .
FRANCES W. LEAVENWORTH,
Chair
Tioga County Legislature
~tkst:
BY: ~Jt~ o-~
BET 8. O'ROURKE,
Personnel Officer
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KATHLEEN MCEWEN,
President, Tioga County Unit 8850
CSEA, Inc., Loca11000,
AFSCME, AFL-CIO
BY: JlzamJtaP/JJ
SHAWN M. LUCAS,
Labor Relations Specialist
APPROVEO
AS TO FORM BY
tIOGA COUNTYLAW OEPT
ATTACHMENT A
1. SALARY GRADE I
,.
TIOGA COUNTY SALARY SCHEDULE
Effective January 2000
ANNUAL STARTING SALARIES
MINIMUM MAXIMUM
$13..923.00 $14..523.00
2. SALARY GRADE II
.
Clerk
Composer Operator
$14..752.00 $15..352.00
3. SALARY GRADE III
Account Clerk
Data Entry Machine Operator Trainee
Motor Vehicle License Clerk
Personal Care Aide
Switchboard Operator
Tvpist
$15..423.00 $16..023.00
4. SALARY GRADE IV
Account Clerk Typist
Community Services Worker
Data Base Clerk
Data Entry Machine Operator
Development and Injury Control Specialist
Motor Vehicle License Clerk Tvpist
Proiect Coordinator
Records Clerk
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Typist
Stenoerapher
$16..330.00 $16..930.00
5. SALARY GRADE V
Administrative Secretary
Civil Law Clerk
Dental Assistant
Emplovment Counselor..D.S.S.
Eneineerine Aide
Environmental Health Aide
Home Health Aide
Paraleeal Assistant
Personnel Clerk
Plannine Aide
Real Property Tax Service Assistant
Research Aide
Senior Account Clerk Typist
.
- Senior Data Entry Machine Operator
Senior Motor Vehicle License Clerk
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$17..233.00 $17..833.00
'.
"l
, !
Senior Stenoerapher
Stenoeraphic Secretary
- Veteran's Service Officer
6. SALARY GRADE VI
Computer Operator
Data Communications Coordinator
E911 Dispatcher
Emplovment & Trainine Assistant
Office l\'Iana~er
Pavroll Clerk
Principal Motor Vehicle License Clerk
Probation Assistant
Records Manaeement Clerk
Social Welfare Examiner
$19..195.00$18..595.00
7. SALARY GRADE VII
Administrative Assistant
Community Mental Health Aide
Chief E911 Dispatcher
Eneineerine Technician
Execu five Secretary
Fiscal Manaeer
Licensed Practical Nurse
E & T Pro~ram Coordinator
Manaeed Care Coordinator
Motor Vehicle Bureau Supervisor
Personnel Technician
Planner
Principal Account Clerk
Probation Officer Trainee
Public Health Technician
Real Property Tax Service Technician
Resource Assistant
Senior Payroll Clerk
Social Services Employment Specialist
Social Services Investieator
SUDport Investieator
Support Investieator Probation Dept.
Systems Coordinator
Tax Roll Supervisor
$21..093.00 $21..693.00
8. SALARY GRADE VIII
Computer Support Technician
Dental Hy~ienist
Executive Financial Administrator
Junior Computer Proerammer
Medical Records Technician
..
- Mental Health Counselor
$22..323.00 $22..923.00
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9. SALARY GRADE IX $23..556.00
Administrative Accountine Supervisor' I
Child Support Enforcement Supervisor
Director of Medical Records
Employment & Trainine Counselor
Infection Control Nurse
Physical Therapist
Public Health Sanitarian
OualityControl Inspector
Reeistered Professional Nurse
Senior Social Services Investieator
Senior Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Support Investieator
$24..156.00
10. SALARY GRADE X $24..623.00
Alcohol & Drue Counselor (CAC)
Caseworker
CaseworkerlRN
Computer Maintenance Technician
Dental Health Coordinator
Early Intervention Service Coordinator
Early Intervention Service Coordinator/RN
Home Health Aide Coordinator
Pavroll Supervisor
Principal Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Ouality Control Inspector
Senior Public Health Sanitarian
Social Work Assistant I
Social Services Employment Supervisor
Staff Development Coordinator
Supervisine Principal Account Clerk
$25..223.00
11. $25..672.00 $26..272.00SALARY GRADE XI
Accountine Supervisor Grade B
Administrative Supervisor
Certified Alcohol & Drue Counselor
Early Diversion Youth Counselor
Head Social Welfare Examiner
Network Specialist
Nurse Educator
Nurse Practitioner
Public Health Nurse
Probation Officer
Senior Caseworker
Senior Employment & Trainine Coordinator
Senior Employment & Trainine Counselor
Social Work Assistant II
.
Welfare Manaeement Svstems Coordinator
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2000 STARTING WAGES & JOB DESCRIPTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
GRADE JOB DESCRIPTION STARTING SALARY
t. HEO Site Leader $13.294 per hour
Mechanic Working Supervisor
Workine SUDervisor (B&G)
lA. Technical Facility Supervisor $12.129 per hour
2. Automotive Stock Clerk $11.705 per hour
Master Craftsman
3. Heavy. Equipment Operator III $10.966 per hour
Building Maintenance Mechanic III
4. Heavy Equipment Operator II $10.553 per hour
Automotive Mechanic II
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic II
5. Heavv Equipment Operator I $10.125 per hour
Automotive Mechanic I
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic I
Sign Maintenance Worker
6. Motor Equipment Operator III $9.713 per hour
7. Motor Equipment Operator II $9.284 per hour
Cleaner III
8. Motor Equipment Operator I $8.872 per hour
Cleaner II
9. Laborer $8.033 per hour
Cleaner I
.'.,
12. SALARY GRADE XII $26,713.00
- Case Mana~er/Service Coordinator I
Case Manaeer Supervisor ITASAP)
Case Supervisor Grade B
Clinical Services Coordinator
Ouality Assurance Coordinator
Senior Alcohol & Drug Counselor
Senior Probation Officer
$27,313.00
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ATTACHMENT A
TIOGA COUNTY SALARY SCHEDULE
Effective January 2001
ANNUAL STARTING SALARIES
MINIMUM MAXIMUM
$14..341.00 $14..941.001. SALARY GRADE I
2. SALARY GRADE II
Clerk
Composer Operator
$15..194.00 $15..794.00
3. SALARY GRADE III
Account Clerk
Data Entry Machine Operator Trainee
Motor Vehicle License Clerk
Personal Care Aide
Switchboard Operator
Tvpist
$15..886.00 $16..486.00
4. SALARY GRADE IV
Account Clerk Tvpist
Community Services Worker
Data Base Clerk
Data Entry Ma.chine Operator
Development and Injurv Control Specialist
Motor Vehicle License Clerk Tvpist
Project Coordinator
Records Clerk
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Tvpist
Stenoerapher
$16..820.00 $17..420.00
5. SALARY GRADE V
Administrative Secretary
Civil Law Clerk
Dental Assistant
Employment Counselor..D.S.S.
Eneineerine Aide
Environmental Health Aide
Home Health Aide
Paraleeal Assistant
Personnel Clerk
Plannine Aide
Real Property Tax Service Assistant
Research Aide
Senior Account Clerk Tvpist
S-enior Data Entry Machine Operator
Senior Motor Vehicle License Clerk
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.
}o.....0., ..$17..750.00
..
Senior Stenoerapher
-Stenoeraphic Secretary
Veteran's Service Officer
6. SALARY GRADE VI
Computer Operator
Data Communications Coordinator
E911 Dispatcher
Emplovment & Trainine Assistant
Office Manaeer
Pavroll Clerk
Principal Motor Vehicle License Clerk
Probation Assistant
Records Manaeement Clerk
Social \Velfare Examiner
$19..753.00$19..153.00
7. SALARY GRADE VII
Administrative Assistant
Community Mental Health Aide
Chief E911 Dispatcher
Eneineerine Technician
Executive Secretary
Fiscal Manaeer
Licensed Practical Nurse
E & T Proeram Coordinator
Manaeed Care Coordinator
Motor Vehicle Bureau Supervisor
Personnel Technician
Planner
Principal Account Clerk
Probation Officer Trainee
Public Health Technician
Real Property Tax Service Technician
Resource Assistant
Senior Pavroll Clerk
Social Services Emplovment Specialist
Social Services Investieator
Support Investieator
Support Investieator Probation Dept.
Systems Coordinator
Tax Roll Supervisor
~
'dd,?;pf;,_$21..726.00
8. SALARY GRADE VIII $22..993.00
Computer Support Technician
Dental Hyeienist
Executive Financial Administrator
Junior Computer Proerammer
Medical Records Technician
Mental Health Counselor
$23..593.00
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9. SALARY GRADE IX $24..263.00
- Administrative Accountine Supervisor I
Child Support Enforcement Supervisor
Director of Medical Records
Employment & Trainine Counselor
Infection Control Nurse
Physical Therapist
Public Health Sanitarian
Oualitv-€ontrol Inspector
Reeistered Professional Nurse
Senior Social Services Investieator
Senior Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Support Investieator
$24..863.00
10. SALARY GRADE X $25..362.00
Alcohol & Drue Counselor (CAC)
Caseworker
CaseworkerfRN
Computer Maintenance Technician
Dental Health Coordinator
Early Intervention Service Coordinator
Early Intervention Service CoordinatorfRN
Home Health Aide Coordinator
Payroll Supervisor
Principal Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Quality Control Inspector
Senior Public Health Sanitarian
Social Work Assistant I
Social Services Employment Supervisor
Staff Development Coordinator
Supervisine Principal Account Clerk
11.
$25..962.00
$26..442.00 $27..042.00SALARY GRADE XI
Accountine Supervisor Grade B
Administrative Supervisor
Certified Alcohol & Drue Counselor
Early Diversion Youth Counselor
Head Social Welfare Examiner
Network Specialist
Nurse Educator
Nurse Practitioner
Public Health Nurse
Probation Officer
Senior Caseworker
Senior Employment & Trainine Coordinator
Senior Employment & Trainine Counselor
Social Work Assistant II .
Welfare Manaeement Systems Coordinator
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\ \.
~
12. SALARY GRADE XII $27..514.00
- Case ManaeerlService Coordinator '
Case Manaeer Supervisor IT ASAP)
Case Supervisor Grade B
Clinical Services Coordinator
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Senior Alcohol & Drue Counselor
Senior Probation Officer
GRADE
1.
lA.
2.
$28..114.00
2001 STARTING WAGES & JOB DESCRIPTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
JOB DESCRIPTION
HEO Site Leader
Mechanic Workine Supervisor
Workine Supervisor lB&G)
Technical Facilitv Supervisor
Automotive Stock Clerk
Master Craftsman
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Heavy Equipment Operator III
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic III
Heavv Equipment Operator II
Automotive Mechanic II
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic II
Heavy Equipment Operator I
Automotive Mechanic I
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic I
Sien Maintenance Worker
Motor Equipment Operator III
Motor Equipment Operator II
Cleaner III
8. Motor Equipment Operator I
Cleaner II
9. Laborer
Cleaner I
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STARTING SALARY
$13.693 per hour
$12.493 per hour
$12.056 per hour
$11.295 per hour
$10.870 per hour
$10.429 per hour
$10.004 per hour
$9.563 per hour
$9.138 per hour
$8.274 per hour
ATTACHMENT A
1. SALARY GRADE I
TIOGA COUNTY SALARY SCHEDULE
Effective January 2002
ANNUAL STARTING SALARIES
MINIMUM MAXIMUM
$14..771.00 $15..371.00
2. SALARY GRADE II
Clerk
Composer Operator
$15..650.00 $16..250.00
3. SALARY GRADE III
Accou nt Clerk
Data Entry Machine Operator Trainee
Motor Vehicle License Clerk
Personal Care Aide
Switchboard Operator
Typist
$16..363.00 $16..963.00
4. SALARY GRADE IV
Account Clerk Tvpist
Community Services Worker
Data Base Clerk
Data Entry Machine Operator
Development and Iniurv Control Specialist
Motor Vehicle License Clerk Typist
Proiect Coordinator
Records Clerk
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Tvpist
Stenoerapher
$17..325.00 $17..925.00
5. SALARY GRADE V
Administrative Secretary
Civil Law Clerk
Dental Assistant
Emplovment Counselor..D.S.S.
Eneineerine Aide
Environmental Health Aide
Home Health Aide
Paraleeal Assistant
Personnel Clerk
Plan nine Aide
Real Property Tax Service Assistant
Research Aide
Senior Account Clerk Typist
-Senior Data Entry Machine Operator
Senior Motor Vehicle License Clerk
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$18..283.00 $18..883.00
.-
...
Senior Stenoerapber
Steno~rapbic Secretary
Veteran's Service Officer
6. SALARY GRADE VI $19..728.00 $20..328.00
Computer Operator
Data Communications Coordinator
E911 Dispatcher
Emplovment & Trainine Assistant
Office Mana~er
Pavroll Clerk
Principal Motor Vebicle License Clerk
Probation Assistan t
Records Manaeement Clerk
Social Welfare Examiner
7. SALARY GRADE VII $22..378.00 .\k~f9-~
Administrative Assistant
Community Mental Healtb Aide
Chief E911 Dispatcher
Eneineerine Technician
Executive Secretary
Fiscal Manaeer
Licensed Practical Nurse
E & T Proeram Coordinator
l\1anaeed Care Coordinator
l\1otor Vehicle Bureau Supervisor
Personnel Technician
Planner
Principal Account Clerk
Probation Officer Trainee
Public Health Technician
Real Property Tax Service Technician
Resource Assistant
Senior Pavroll Clerk
Social Services Emnlovment Specialist
Social Services Investieator
Support Investieator
Support Investieator Probation Dept.
Systems Coordinator
Tax Roll Supervisor
8. SALARY GRADE VIII $23..683.00 $24,283.00
Computer Support Technician
Dental Hyeienist
Executive Financial Administrator
Junior Computer Proerammer
. l\1edical Records Technician
Mental Health Counselor
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'
v:
9. SALARY GRADE IX $24..991.00
- Administrative Accountine Supervisor I
Child Support Enforcement Supervisor
Director of Medical Records
Employment & Trainine Counselor
Infection Control Nurse
Physical Therapist
Public Health Sanitarian
Ouality"Control Inspector
. ..AAI-;:U~ flfyblv~ /056,,0 I
Re~btered Pr6k~~i6Bftl Nurse ..~ ff.
...- - V
Senior Social Services Investieator
Senior Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Support .Investieator
$25..591.00
10. SALARY GRADE X $26..123.00
Alcohol & Drue Counselor (CAC)
Caseworker
.
-T; Cf'LILgf /J _ j t-~ ~ /.3f;; --0/Cast n 6rker/R..~ //rl~Aj-e1JL /W Il - ,,- -- U.-
Computer Maintenance Technician
Dental Health Coordinator
Early Intervention Service Coordinator
Early Intervention Service CoordinatorlRN
Home Health Aide Coordinator
Payroll Supervisor
Principal Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Quality Control Inspector
Senior Public Health Sanitarian
Social Work Assistant I
Social Services Employment Supervisor
Staff Development Coordinator
Supervisine Principal Account Clerk
$26..723.00
11. SALARY GRADE XI
Accountine Supervisor Grade B
Administrative Supervisor
Certified Alcohol & Drue Counselor
Early Diversion Youth Counselor
Head Social Welfare Examiner
Network Specialist
Nurse Educator
$27..235.00 $27..835.00
J
-I
Nurse Praetiti6Ber ~;tdc/tILdL!~JvMi.IJ /d0-C) (
~:nFjb~ ~ /,gb-O/Pub lie Ilealth Nurse
Probation Officer
Senior Caseworker
Senior Employment & Trainine Coordinator
Senior Employment & Trainine Counselor
Social Work Assistant II .
.
Welfare Manaeement Systems Coordinator
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,.
..
12. SALARY GRADE XII $28..339.00
Case Manaeer/Service Coordinator
Case Manaeer Supervisor IT ASAP)
Case Supervisor Grade B
. Clinical Services Coordinator
Quality Assurance Coordinator
Senior Alcohol & Drue Counselor
Senior Probation Officer
$28..939.00
2002 STARTING WAGES & JOB DESCRIPTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
GRADE
1.
JOB DESCRIPTION
HEO Site Leader
Mechanic Workine Supervisor
Workine Supervisor m&G)
1A. Technical Facility Supervisor
2. Automotive Stock Clerk
Master Craftsman
3. Heavv Equipment Operator III
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic III
4. Heavv Equipment Operator II
Automotive Mechanic II
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic II
5. Heavv Equipment Operator I
Automotive Mechanic I
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic I
Sien Maintenance Worker
6. Motor Equipment Operator III
7. Motor Equipment Operator II
Cleaner III
8. Motor Equipment Operator I
Cleaner II
9. Laborer
Cleaner I
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STARTING SALARY
$14.104 per hour
$12.868 per hour
$]2.418 per hour
$11.634 per hour
$11.196 per hour
$10.742 per hour
$10.304 per hour
$9.850 oer hour
$9.412 per hour
$8.522 oer hour
ATTACHMENT A
TIOGA COUNTY SALARy SCHEDULE
Effective January 2003
ANNUAL STARTING SALARIES
MINIMUM MAXIMUM
$15..214.00 $15..814.001. SALARY GRADE I
2. SALARY GRADE II
Clerk
Composer Operator
$16..120.00 $16..720.00
$16..854.00 $17..454.003. SALARY GRADE III
Account Clerk
Data Entry Machine Operator Trainee
Motor Vehicle License Clerk
Personal Care Aide
Switchboard Operator
Typist
$17..845.00 $18..445.004. SALARY GRADE IV
Account Clerk Tvpist
Community Services Worker
Data Base Clerk
Data Entry Machine Operator
Development and In jury Control Specialist
Motor Vehicle License Clerk Typist
Proiect Coordinator
Records Clerk
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Typist
Stenoerapher
$18..831.00 $19..431.005. SALARY GRADE V
Administrative Secretary
Civil Law Clerk
Dental Assistant
Employment Counselor ..D.S.S.
Eneineerine Aide
Environmental Health Aide
Home Health Aide
Paraleeal Assistant
Personnel Clerk
Plan nine Aide
Real Property Tax Service Assistant
Research Aide
Senior Account Clerk Tvpist
- - Senior Data Entry Machine Operator
Senior Motor Vehicle License Clerk
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...
-Senior Stenoerapher
Stenoeraphic Secretary
- Veteran's Service Officer
6. SALARY GRADE VI
Computer Operator
Data Communications Coordinator
E911 Dispatcher
Employment & Trainine Assistant
Office Mafiaeer
Payroll Clerk
Principal Motor Vehicle License Clerk
Probation Assistant
Records Management Clerk
Social Welfare Examiner
$20..320.00 $20..920.00
7. SALARY GRADE VII
Administrative Assistant
Community Mental Health Aide
Chief E911 Dispatcher
Engineerine Technician
Executive Secretary
Fiscal Manaeer
Licensed Practical Nurse
E & T Proeram Coordinator
Managed Care Coordinator
Motor Vehicle Bureau Supervisor
Personnel Technician
Planner
Principal Account Clerk
Probation Officer Trainee
Public Health Technician
Real Property Tax Service Technician
Resource Assistant
Senior Pavroll Clerk
Social Services Employment Specialist
Social Services Investigator
Support Investieator
Support Investieator Probation Dept.
Systems Coordinator
Tax Roll Supervisor
$23..649.00$23..049.00
8. SALARY GRADE VIII $24..393.00
Computer Support Technician
Dental Hygienist
Executive Financial Administrator
Junior Computer Programmer
Medical Records Technician
Mental Health Counselor
$24..993.00
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-9. SALARY GRADE IX $25..741.00
-Administrative Accountine Supervisor
Child Support Enforcement Supervisor
Director of Medical Records
Employment & Trainine Counselor
Infection Control Nurse
Physical Therapist
Public Health Sanitarian
Ouality eontrol Inspector r-- '/.L~ /~p-/JIRcgist~l ed Prgf.@ssiollal Nurse ~ ;tu / / V. .~
Senior Social Services Investieator
Senior Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Support Investieator
$26..341.00
10. SALARY GRADE X $26..907.00
Alcohol & Drue Counselor (CAC)
Caseworker 0111dL 'f: ~ / J &" tJ ICas£w91'1.eI'IRN ~ ;tJi ~- . I ~ '.Computer Maintenance Technician
Dental Health Coordinator
Early Intervention Service Coordinator
Early Intervention Service CoordinatorlRN
Home Health Aide Coordinator
Payroll Supervisor
Principal Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Ouality Control Inspector
Senior Public Health Sanitarian
Social Work Assistant I
Social Services Emplovment Supervisor
Staff Development Coordinator
Supervisine Principal Account Clerk
$27.507:00
11. SALARY GRADE XI
Accountine Supervisor Grade B
Administrative Supervisor
Certified Alcohol & Dru~ Counselor
Early Diversion- Youth Counselor
Head Social Welfare Examiner
Network Specialist
NurseEduc~t.or
~
~
17~~ /36-0/
~(, ~Ib/)D(:I ~tX. /."" .
~
.
Publie Ilealth Nurse ~ -:U ~ ~ ~ I J 6 -0 !
Probation Officer
Senior Caseworker .
Senior Employment & Trainine Coordinator
Senior Employment & Trainine Counselor
Social Work Assistant II .
Welfare Manaeement Svstems Coordinator
$28..052.00 $28..652.00
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12. SALARY GRADE XII $29..189.00
- Case Manaeer/Service Coordinator '
Case Manaeer Supervisor (T ASAP)
Case Supervisor Grade B .
Clinical Services Coordinator
Qualitv Assurance Coordinator
Senior Alcohol & Dru!! Counselor
Senior Probation Officer
GRADE
1.
$29..789.00
2003 STARTING WAGES & JOB DESCRIPTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
JOB DESCRIPTION
HEO Site Leader
Mechanic Workine Supervisor
Workine Supervisor (B&G)
1A. Technical Facility Supervisor
2. Automotive Stock Clerk
Master Craftsman
3. Heavv .Equipment Operator III
BuUdin!! Maintenance Mechanic III
4. Heavy Equipment Operator II
Automotive Mechanic II
BuUdine Maintenance Mechanic II
5. Heavv Equipment Operator I
Automotive Mechanic I
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic I
Sien Maintenance Worker
6. Motor Equipment Operator III
7. Motor Equipment Operator II
Cleaner III
8. Motor Equipment Operator I
Cleaner II
9. Laborer
Cleaner I
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STARTING SALARY
$14.527 per hour
$13.254 per hour
$12.791 per hour
$11.983 per hour
$11.532 per hour
$11.064 per hour
$10.613 per hour
$10.146 per hour
$9.694 per hour
$8.778 per hour
ATTACHMENT A
/
TIOGA COUNTY SALARY SCHEDULE
Effective January 2004
ANNUAL STARTING SALARIES
MINIMUM MAXIMUM
$15..670.00 $16..270.001. SALARY GRADE I
2. SALARY GRADE II
Clerk .
Composer Operator
$16..604.00 $17..204.00
$17..360.00 $17..960.003. SALARY GRADE III
Account Clerk
Data Entry Machine Operator Trainee
Motor Vehicle License Clerk
Personal Care Aide
Switchboard Operator
Typist
$18..380.00 $18..980.004. SALARY GRADE IV
Account Clerk Typist
Community Services Worker
Data Base Clerk
Data Entrv Machine Operator
Development and Injury Control Specialist
Motor Vehicle License Clerk Typist
Project Coordinator
Records Clerk
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Typist
. Stenoerapher
$19..396.00 $19..996.005. SALARY GRADE V
Administrative Secretary
Civil Law Clerk
Dental Assistant
Emplovment Counselor..D.S.S.
Eneineerine Aide
Environmental Health Aide
Home Health Aide
Paraleeal Assistant
Personnel Clerk
Plannine Aide
Real Property Tax Service Assistant
Research Aide
Senior Account Clerk Tvpist
-- -Senior Data Entrv Machine Operator
Senior Motor Vehicle License Clerk
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~ Senior Stenoerapher
Stenographic Secretary
- Veteran's Service Officer
6. SALARY GRADE VI
Computer Operator
Data Communications Coordinator
E911 Dispatcher
Emplovment & Trainine Assistant
Office Manaeer
Pavroll Clerk
Principal Motor Vehicle License Clerk
Probation Assistant
Records Management Clerk
Social Welfare Examiner
$20..930.00 $21..530.00
7. SALARY GRADE VII
Administrative Assistant
Community Mental Health Aide
Chief E911 Dispatcher
Engineerine Technician
Executive Secretary
Fiscal Manaeer
Licensed Practical Nurse
E & T Program Coordinator
Managed Care Coordinator
Motor Vehicle Bureau Supervisor
Personnel Technician
Planner
Principal Account Clerk
Probation Officer Trainee
Public Health Technician
Real Property Tax Service Technician
Resource Assistant
Senior Payroll Clerk
Social Services Employment Specialist
Social Services Investigator
Support Investigator
Support Investigator Probation Dept.
Systems Coordinator
Tax Roll Supervisor
$24..340.00$23..740.00
8. SALARY GRADE VIII $25..125.00
Computer Support Technician
Dental Hygienist
Executive Financial Administrator
Junior Computer Programmer
Medical Records Technician
.
.-
- Mental Health Counselor
$25.. 725.00
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9. SALARY GRADE IX $26..513.00
- Administrative Accountine Supervisor
Child Support Enforcement Supervisor
Director of Medical Records
Employment & Trainine Counselor
Infection Control Nurse
Physical Therapist
Public Health Sanitarian
Ouality-€ontrol Inspector. ,. / /11 ' /3b ,-. /
-Ite~i:sl~1 ~d Professional NUl sc. Ih.t ~I!4 b 1atle:.., --, (J~r I L£J '0
Senior Social Services Investieator
Senior Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Support Investieator
$27..113.00
10. SALARY GRADE X $27..714.00
Alcohol & Drue Counselor (CAC)
Caseworker /h ~ /-/0 / If ~ /1.JAAJC~ue n 6rkc.rIRN A1i~ ;tg
'1 ~ -- 'J
Computer Maintenance Technician
Dental Health Coordinator
Early Intervention Service Coordinator
Early Intervention Service Coordinator/RN
Home Health Aide Coordinator
Payroll Supervisor
Principal Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Ouality Control Inspector
Senior Public Health Sanitarian
Social Work Assistant I
Social Services Employment Supervisor
Staff Development Coordinator
Supervisine Principal Account Clerk
$28..314.00
/J6 -tJI
11. $28..894.00 $29..494.00SALARY GRADE XI
Accountine Supervisor Grade B
Administrative Supervisor
Certified Alcohol & Drue Counselor
Early Diversion Youth Counselor
Head Social Welfare Examiner
Network Specialist
Nurse Educator
/11~ :6 ~/71P~h.,MM la6-(J!
.~
-;1,d
~
i5F ~ /,36~tJ/NUl on; F I .\<.titionclPulJlie IIealtk Nurse
Probation Officer
Senior Caseworker
Senior Employment & Trainine Coordinator
Senior Employment & Trainine Counselor
Social Work Assistant II .
.
- Welfare Manaeement Systems Coordinator
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GRADE JOB DESCRIPTION STARTING SALARY
1. HEO Site Leader $14.963 per hour
Mechanic Workine SUDervisor
W orkin~ Supervisor (B&G)
lA. Technical Facility Supervisor $13.652 per hour
2. Automotive Stock Clerk $13.175 per hour
Master Craftsman
3. Heavv Equipment Operator III $12.342 per hour
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic III
4. Heavy Equipment Operator II $11.878 per hour
Automotive Mechanic II
Buildine Maintenance Mechanic II
5. Heavy Equipment Operator I $11.396 per hour
Automotive Mechanic I
Buildin~ Maintenance Mechanic I
Sien Maintenance Worker
6. Motor Equipment Operator III $10.931 per hour
7. Motor Equipment Operator II $10.450 per hour
Cleaner III
8. Motor Equipment Operator I $9.985 per hour
Cleaner II
9. Laborer $9.041 per hour
Cleaner I
.
.
..""
12. SALARY GRADE XII $30..065.00
-Case ManaeerlService Coordinator f
Case Mana~er Supervisor ITASAP)
Case Supervisor Grade B
Clinical Services Coordinator
Oualitv Assurance Coordinator
Senior Alcohol & Drue Counselor
Senior Probation Officer
$30..665.00
2004 STARTING WAGES & JOB DESCRIPTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
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TIOGA COUNTY TRAVEL TIME SCHEDULE
Travel time to "required" (as defined in Article 4, Section G) out of County
trainings/ meetings/conferences shall be credited in the form of Comp time
according to the following schedule, regardless of the actual amount of time
taken by the e~ployee to reach the exact destination:
County of Destination
Albany
Allegany
Broome
Cattaraugus
Cayuga
Chautauqua
Chemung
Chenango
Clinton
Columbia
Cortland
Delaware
Dutchess
Erie
Essex
Franklin
Fulton
Genesee
Greene
Hamilton
Herkimer
Jefferson
Lewis
Livingston
Madison
Monroe
Montgomery
Nassau
New York City
Niagara
Oneida
One-Wa
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Travel Time
2.6
2.0
.4
2.9
1.5
3.6
.6
1.0
5.1
2.9
1.0
1.5
2.6
3.4
4.5
4.6
2.5
2.6
2.7
4.2
2.1
2.7
3.0
2.2
2.0
2.3
2.5
3.7
3.3
3.4
1.8
..'
~Onondaga 1.6
Ontario 1.9
Orange 2.6
Orleans 3.0
Oswego 2.2
Otsego 2.2
Putnam 3.3
Rtmsselaer 2.8
Rockland 3.1
St. Lawrence 3.8
Saratoga 3.0
Schnectady 2.5
Schoharie 2.1
Schuyler .8
Seneca 1.7
Steuben 1.3
Suffolk 4.6
Sullivan 1.9
Tompkins .5
Ulster 2.5
Warren 3.5
Washington 3.3
Wayne 1.8
Westchester 3.5
Wyoming 2.5
Yates 1.4
An additional 15 minutes (.25 hours) shall be added to the hours indicated
above for any travel to required trainings/meetings/conferences during the
period of November 1 through March 31.
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CSEA Headquarters
143 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12210
Web Page: www. cesainc .org
(800) 342 - 4146
(518) 434 - 0191
CSEA Jardine Retirement Counseling
John Kaiser (800) 664-1106
CSEA Jardine Personal Insurance lines
Lynn Parise (607) 757-0346
CSEA Member Benefits Department
(800) 342-4146, Ext. 357
OTHER HELPFUL NUMBERS:
Tioga County Personnel & Civil Service Dept. - 687-8203
Health Insurance & Eligibility Questions - 687-8205
County Payroll - 687-8672
NY State Retirement System - (518) 474-0167
www.osc.state.ny.us
Horizons Credit Union - 724-5876
Guardian Disability Insurance 1-800-367-4420
PEBSCO Deferred Compensation
Susan Slimbaugh 1-800-997-0080
.Flex Health Excellus Benefit Service- (315) 448-3927
